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Protest is the theme of this edition of Connections. I asked for thoughts and reflections about
Demonstrating—sit-ins, marches, rallies, art, writing that speaks out FOR a cause, or with or on behalf of
others; or that takes a stand AGAINST an injustice.
Thank you to those who have contributed, I hope there will be something here that will provoke thought
and discussion, and yes, maybe future actions in the name of justice and truth.
Sally Seaman
--------------------------------------------------------

Bias to the Poor – a personal and vocational journey

I was studying Sociology at 12 Woodland Road when the Church of England published the Faith in the
City report in 1985. The report, researched and written by the Archbishop’s Commission on Urban
Priority Areas, was subtitled ‘A challenge to Church and Nation’. Formative for me as my own faith and
vocation were taking shape it also represented a change of direction for the church. This came hot on the
heels of Archbishop Robert Runcie’s famous sermon in the service marking the end of the Falkland’s War
in 1982 – anticipated as a triumphal celebration of military victory the archbishop angered many by the
tone and content of his address in which he spoke of "those who stay at home, most violent in their
attitudes and untouched in themselves".
In the 80’s the very heart of the institution of the church was finding its prophetic voice – no longer the
‘Tory party at prayer’ as it had been caricatured. More widely and deeply, the church for too much of its
history, has found uncomfortable accommodations with the powerful, ever since the conversion of
Constantine in 312, when Christianity changed from being a persecuted minority, powerful in weakness,
to the religion of empire and defender of the powerful.
My own formation, so shaped by the growing radical voice and challenge to church and nation, took as
central the notion that Christianity is in essence a faith of protest; that our faith creates an uncomfortable
gap between the world as it is and the world as it should be; and that God has a ‘Bias to the Poor’ (the
title of another 80’s classic by David Shepherd, bishop of Liverpool, and member of the Archbishop’s
Commission).
I found in my study of sociology and subsequently theology a sense of conviction and vocation to be part
of a church that reflected God’s bias to the poor; a conviction and vocation that found it’s grounding in
urban parishes in the Diocese of Durham, and in stays at Alnmouth Friary absorbing the simple gospel
radicalism of the Franciscans.
What I have come to appreciate and, I hope, nurture is a sense of the church as a community of protest:
a community that seeks to live and speak and act in ways that are counter to prevailing social and political
structures that serve the status quo, vested interest and ongoing social and economic oppression. To be
church, and to create community around the life and priority of the gospel is to be what Walter Brueggemann describes as ‘counter as…’ – a demonstration of a social reality that runs counter to other versions
of the world ‘as’: as wealth, as growth, as individualism, as segregation, as inequality.
It is only more recently that I have begun to find a place in more direct protest movements. Being part of
the Refugees Welcome Here march in central London gave a powerful and new experience of being part
of a collective voice directly challenging the prejudices and exclusions of those in power shaping policies
and attitudes towards all refugees and migrants. Visits to the ‘Jungle’ in Calais with Care for Calais, being
part of the counter cultural community of L’Arche, and more recently leading Stations of the Cross
around Marble Arch with Christian Climate Action have also given expression to that call to be part of a
community of protest, a counter ‘as’ in a world of destructive power and privilege. Compared to so many
I feel that my voice and commitments are easily snuffed out, but I am proud to be part of a community of
parishes with a strong radical tradition, and hope to counter to encourage and nurture our shared
vocation to be a ‘counter as’.
David Stephenson
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Insulate Britain – a Christian response
Eleven members of Christian Climate Action have joined the Insulate Britain Campaign (IB) and
have taken part in one or, mostly, several actions, blocking motorways since 13 th Sept. As
Christians we are doing this because we believe that we are being called to respond in this
particular way to the climate emergency - this unique crisis that is facing humanity now.
The IB Campaign has a very simple demand - that the government pays for all social housing to
be insulated by 2025 and makes mandatory the insulation of all other housing by 2030. This
would save 15% of all our carbon emissions; take most people out of fuel poverty and save the
lives of around 8,000 elderly people who currently die of cold each winter - a shocking statistic
indeed. So, insulation is a matter of social justice for the poor of our country just as cutting
carbon emissions in general is a matter of climate justice for the poor of the world. Without the
insulation of Britain’s 29 million homes, any other plan to introduce greener heating appliances,
such as the heat source pumps proposed by the government, will be a complete waste of
precious resources. We call upon and need the government to act now, to undertake the most
efficient means of achieving real cuts in our carbon emissions, pound for pound that is available.

At every moment in history, human beings have seen the need to respond to the challenge of
their time. This is our moment, a unique moment, unlike any other that has preceded it and it
happens that we in our generation are being given this unique task to do – that is to take every
step available to us, to at least slow down the arrival of the full effects of the climate catastrophe.
Christians, amongst everyone else, have their own calling from God at this time. Those of us who
have joined the IB Campaign believe we are being given the extraordinary privilege of being able
to live out the full meaning of our vocation as Christians in this one particular way. We are being
asked to follow Jesus on the way of the cross, which involves taking up our own cross, laying
down our lives and giving all that we have to the task of saving God’s beautiful creation from
extinction.
We have no choice if we are to be faithful and obedient to
our Christian calling. The needs of our time require us to
step up to the challenge that is laid before us, whatever
the cost. We have to do what we are doing, because we
know that there is no future for nearly all of God’s species
unless we can persuade the governments of the world to
act urgently, radically and immediately and to use the
COP26 conference to arrive at a timetable of action that
will realistically address both the climate and biodiversity emergencies that are upon us now.
Jesus demands the whole of us and gives us the great opportunity and privilege of making the
gift of the whole of ourselves to Him for this task. He does not give us time to attend to other
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matters, however pressing and however worthy. We do not have time to go and bury our dead –
He needs us to give ourselves to this work of bringing in the Kingdom now. He calls us out of our
comfort zones onto the hard wet tarmac to face the abuse and violence of the crowds and maybe
the misunderstanding and condemnation of family, friends and even our fellow Christians. He
calls us into a new beloved community which supports and enables us to leave aside our fears
and gives us the courage to stand firm.
We do not want to spend hours in police cells or have
Injunctions served upon us or face the prospect of unlimited
fines or have our assets seized or face six months or more in
prison. But if this is what is asked of us, we are willing. In fact
we are full of joy,
because we are receiving so much more through doing our best
to be faithful to what God is asking of us. By comparison,
everything that is happening to us is of no importance at
all. Given the urgency of the situation and the obvious sense of
our request, the only remaining question is: Why are there so
few Christians involved in the campaign? Imagine if the Church, led by the Bishops, came out in
force to sit on the motorways for just one hour - I think we can be fairly sure that a programme for
insulating Britain would be rolled out immediately! Perhaps it’s worth giving it a thought!
Revd Sue Parfitt

FIRST THEY CAME

by Martin Niemoller

First they came for the Communists
And I did not speak out
Because I was not a Communist
Then they came for the Socialists
And I did not speak out
Because I was not a Socialist
Then they came for the trade unionists
And I did not speak out
Because I was not a trade unionist
Then they came for the Jews
And I did not speak out
Because I was not a Jew
Then they came for me
And there was no one left
To speak out for me.
Sue Dibdin suggested this poem, and writes: Martin Niemoller was quite a controversial figure, having
been pro Hitler and an anti-Semite earlier in his life. Only later did he become a pacifist.
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Being a Radical Feminist
I am a feminist, I was introduced to the idea as a child by my Grandfather. “Bloody women’s libbers” he
would say, rustling his Daily Mail.
“Hang on” I thought “women’s liberation is a problem?” I wasn’t sure why this was since the
alternative didn’t sound great. I also didn’t imagine him having the same reaction to the idea of men’s
liberation.
As for protesting, it has all been done accidentally and within the context of relationships. I’ve felt that
some partners have been puzzled as to why they ended up with a faulty model when it all looked OK in
the packaging. And when they pulled the levers and pushed the buttons, I appeared to work as I should,
but then some buttons they seemed to be expecting were missing or didn’t produce the required
response, so they finally resorted to a metaphorical hammer. It’s OK, as it turns out I can withstand quite
a bit of hammering without breaking, but then, being manufactured in Germany can only be a good thing.
Still, I remain a ‘faulty model’ to some, possibly those with the same views as my Grandfather. I don’t
consider myself faulty though, not at all, I just haven’t found the right market yet - I’ve been searching the
wrong ones! D’oh.
My protesting has all centred around maintaining my original features, not allowing myself to be fixed or
have my software updated. I don’t come with an instruction manual, no one does. So just staying myself
and resisting as much social conditioning as possible has felt pretty radical, which I guess makes me a
radical feminist – a label which can be problematic, especially if you have anything to say about trans
issues - lest you are assumed to be a TERF (trans exclusive radical feminist).
But what if I’m a radical feminist and I have questions about trans issues?
At Greenbelt in 2019 I heard a young trans man pose this question to Nadia Bolz Weber:
“I am a trans man, and I have always loved my breasts, one day I’d like to have children and breastfeed
them. But. I’m trans so that means surgery. What should I do?”
And I thought, is this because he being measured against heteronormative cis gendered ideals of what it
is to be a man? Why can’t this young person be a trans man with amazing breasts? If it would help him to
feel able to identify as he wants and keep the body parts he wants – to have people in the population to
stand with him and accept him and love him for who he is…
Count me in.
I don’t know if that is a controversial question or not, but I don’t consider myself transphobic, I wear my
NHS trans ally badge with pride and very much hope if I encounter any trans patients or staff they feel
unconditionally accepted, listened to and able to express themselves as they wish.
So, I’m a radical feminist and trans inclusive, but with questions, not just about that but about society’s
expectations of men and attitudes towards them. I like and enjoy male company just as much as female
company and think of liberation not as just a dream but as an ideal for all of us. That’s feminism to me,
and I use the word interchangeably with equalism these days.
Which I guess means this is one way I could describe myself now:
Trans Inclusive Radical Equalist and Dreamer.
Angie Bambery
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Protesting Against and Standing up For...
Someone once told me (not in a good way) that he didn't need to know my house number, for I always
had a campaign poster of some sort in the window. Yet I don’t come from a political or socially aware
family, and strangely didn’t have any such university friends.
The US Molesworth nuclear air missile base (partner to Greenham Common) was just 5 miles from Little
Gidding, where Nigel and I lived, and was definitely the reason for attending my first (and enormous) CND
march in the early 1980s.
But my real social justice awakening was thanks to the enlightened and questioning people at Cotham,
and to Neville Boundy our vicar. Together we studied The Church and The Bomb, and as a PCC supported
Faith in the City both in action and financially. Nev's descriptions of his experiences while on sabbatical in
apartheid S Africa - including the day he joined a march for freedom and justice, not expecting to return
to his room that night, were inspirational. So too was John Hellier, a conscientious objector in WW2,
socialist headteacher of the first comprehensive school in Bristol, and a layreader. It was with his wife
Margaret and Sue Dibdin that I joined thousands of women to encircle the boundary fence of Greenham
Common one Advent Sunday. We attached photos of people precious to us to the fence, representing the
unthinkable human loss each bomb represented.
I’ve been considering why I have walked, stood, paused or written over the
years: sometimes to protest Against something such as nuclear missiles or
war; but far more often I’ve taken action In support of
others – responding to Christian Aid’s campaigns to highlight the lives and
experiences of others: to ‘Tell their story’.
Thus I marched against the war in Iraq, memorably walking alongside a
Muslim man carrying his Turkish prayer mat, and I sometimes joined Lois,
standing every day as a silent witness for Peace. Her (often
solitary) witness was profound – unlike me, seeking to make eye contact
with passing drivers, and responding with a smile to their ‘Hoots for Peace’,
Lois was simply and fully there in all weathers, a symbol of peace.

A group from Cotham joined vast numbers of Jubilee 2000 supporters,
encircling a world leaders conference in Birmingham, forming a human chain snaking alongside and over
the canals. At the allotted moment for us all to make a noise for justice, Neville rang the sanctuary bell he
had carried onto the coach, an auditory symbol of a holy moment.

To mark the Make Poverty History campaign of prayer and action in support of the developing nations’
crippling debts to the rich nations, 16 of us travelled to Edinburgh in 2005 to draw the G7 leaders’
attention to the unjust situation. We walked on behalf of those who, to our shame, continue to suffer
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from our greed and energy consumption. We also walked on behalf of
the rest of the congregation, carrying a banner made and signed by all at
Cotham: 'Here on behalf of many' - names that remain precious in our
memories. We spoke live to the Cotham 10am service on Simon Taylor’s
phone the next day. Back home we hoisted a 'wristband' around the
tower, and wound tape around the churchyard.
Since then we’ve walked in London demanding clean water for all – a
basic human right - and protection from the rising sea levels of climate
change. Responding to the request to wear blue we fashioned garments
out of incontinence sheets, the only blue material available at
Scrapstore!

Visits to the occupied Palestinian territories with Amos Trust have introduced me to creative resistance.
At different times, Palestinians have collectively and creatively protested against their denied rights and
freedoms, such as the year when they refused to change their clocks in accordance with Israel’s autumn
time zone. Every evening for a week, the West Bank resounded to an hour’s cacophony of the banging of
spoons on pots and pans.
I highly recommend you watch ‘The Wanted 18’ animated film on Youtube, which amusingly depicts the
1980’s Palestinian boycott of Israeli taxes and commodities by the residents of Beit Sahour, near
Bethlehem. They decided to form a collective and stop buying Israeli milk. They bought eighteen cows,
taught themselves animal husbandry, and developed a strong local demand for “Intifada milk”. However,
the herd was declared a “threat to the national security of the state of Israel”, and soldiers were sent to
arrest the cattle, forcing Palestinians to devise ways to keep them hidden…
Walking alongside Palestinians on Just Walk, to acknowledge and apologise for the 100th anniversary of
the British Balfour Declaration, was a real opportunity to walk with, and in tangible support of those
whose life chances, homes, land and human rights are denied because our government gave away their
home land. As a sign of our ongoing support and commitment, 100 of us walked with refugee children
whose brothers and fathers have been interrogated, shot, and imprisoned, their families traumatised and
neighbourhoods gassed. We tramped across rocky terrain with Bedouin denied water, freedom to graze
their animals, and village settlements safe from attack. We walked wadis with students from ‘Right to
Movement’: keen to travel, walk and run the length and breadth of their country and beyond, and denied
those opportunities.
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We have supported home rebuilds, a profound act of creative
resistance, and planted olive trees in defiance of (illegal) settlers'
threats.
Nigel helping to rebuild a demolished house, Battir, 2013

Why do I continue to protest, demonstrate, or take action in support
of others? Does it actually make any difference, or have any lasting
impact? David Stephenson’s words ahead of All Saints Day have
helped me think this through:
“It is in this context that we are called to be saints - God’s people who seek to be inspired and
strengthened to live lives of faithful authenticity, courage and even hope. The shared feast of ALL saints
reminds us that it’s not who we are or what we do as individuals that matters most, but who we are and
what we do together. Joining together to witness with others to the urgent need for a different kind of
living through COP26 creates a clear focus for our calling to be saints - as the slogan tells us: ‘The Time is
Now’.”
So for now, I’ll continue putting up posters in my window.

Sally Seaman

Cotham’s Charity of the Month: November

Next Link
The Missing Link shared housing project provides support to women in Bristol at risk of homelessness due to a mental health need. Our shared housing provision acts as a stepping stone to
more independent living, where women can stay up to 9 months to consolidate their recovery.
Staff provide practical and emotional support including group activities, drop-ins, peer support,
one to one sessions and support at evenings and weekends. We also have a Crisis house Link House - where women can stay for a 2 week period if they are unable to cope in the
community. They receive 24 hour support in a homely holistic environment proven to reduce and
cut short hospital admissions. Link House was recently featured by the WHO as a good example
of mental health support in the community.
Missing Link also supports women in the community with low level mental health needs, from
form filling and support into employment to accessing counselling and providing emotional
support. This service is called Help When You Need It and it aims to do exactly that! Our last
Missing Link service is our newest- Court Up! - support workers based in Bristol Magistrates
court, who recognise and engage with women caught in the justice system and help them access
the support they need to break free.
Next Link also offers community support to help women remain safe while rebuilding their lives
after suffering domestic abuse. This includes navigating housing, the legal system, childcare,
employment, benefits and counselling, as well as emotional support and guidance. We have
Refuges in Bristol, South Glos. and North Somerset for victims and their families to provide safe
and good quality housing for those who are not safe to remain at home. We have specialist
workers and houses in Next Link for women with complex needs, for families and for survivors
coming from a BAME background. A crisis service is available to women needing immediate
help, and a programme to help women learn more about the different types of perpetrator and
how to spot the signs of an unhealthy relationship. There are ‘so called’ honour based violence
and forced marriage specialists within the teams. We train GPs around Domestic Abuse and
provide outreach in rural areas where support is traditionally harder to obtain.
https://nextlinkhousing.co.uk/
Lyn Deas
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Cotham’s charity of the month: December
Project MAMA: Maternity Action for Migrants and Asylum-Seekers
I came across Project Mama because one of my neighbours is a trustee. I subsequently learnt
that a former colleague, who I rate highly, also works with this charity.
Project Mama was founded in 2018 to provide birth support for displaced women in Bristol. By
“displaced” Project Mama mostly means women who are refugees and asylum seekers, but the
charity also works with survivors of modern slavery and human trafficking. Such women are
obviously extremely vulnerable, and their pregnancies make them more so. With the arrival of
many Afghan refugees, the charity has been experiencing a surge of demand.
Project Mama aims to help displaced women give birth safely and have a positive early parenting
experience. It does this by providing one-to-one birth companions, and a supportive community,
which are drawn from its network of midwives, activists, and doulas who offer skilled support and
solidarity for women and their children.
So this is a local charity addressing an international issue and trying to help some of the most
vulnerable people in our city. I’m grateful it’s been chosen as one of our charities of the month.
Thank you, Cotham, for supporting it.
www.projectmama.org
Alice Chapman

Our churches aspire to cherish all, regardless of marital and social status,
sexual orientation or level of church commitment.
We aim to be ‘Open’ in faith and practice
• open to questions of faith and doubt, lifestyle, justice and peace
• open to people from all backgrounds and
• open, above all, to the ultimate mystery of God and to the life and teachings of Jesus.

Contacts
VICAR
David Stephenson 0117 9731564
07941 463653
davidstephenson65@icloud.com
Benefice Office Julia Wright
0117 9733395
highburypartnership@googlemail.com

CURATE
Pippa White pippakendall@hotmail.com
Assistant Priest: Ginny Royston
roystonginny@gmail.com
www.cothamparishchurch.org
https://b-m.facebook.com/CothamParishChurch/
@cothamparishchurch
www.stpaulsclifton.org.uk
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St Asaph, August 1984
It was on a still, sunlit evening all those years ago that I first took any kind of political action.
My older son Steve was fourteen then and far more politically aware than I had been at that age.
Together we attended a CND meeting. Saint Asaph is an attractive small town in North Wales,
well known for its church built entirely of marble. The meeting was held in a large hall belonging, I
believe, to the local primary school. The speaker was Monsignor Bruce Kent and I was greatly
impressed by the power of his address; everyone who heard him was drawn in by his enthusiasm
and conviction. His arguments against nuclear weapons made clear sense.
After the meeting we processed through the town. We walked down a grassy slope with trees
and a small river. We were carrying white paper boats, each holding a tea light. We came to a
place where we could light these and launch the boats into the fast-flowing water. If I remember,
we were told of a Japanese ceremony where small boats with candles are floated as a symbol of
peace. I remember that at intervals the stream where they were floating was intersected by small
bridges and that from one of these a group of children were throwing pebbles down and shouting
“Bomb them!”
This harsh interruption of the beauty of the ceremony was, however, a good reminder of the real
world and of what we are up against in any fight for a principle, or aspiration towards which we
strive with passionate belief. We shall not be allowed a free run; it will never be easy.
Onward from St Asaph
Over the years I have been on several marches. I surprise myself in saying
so, as I am no natural activist at all: usually to be found on the periphery of
a group rather than at the centre, my nature is somewhat retiring. But the
time comes when a person must do something; must be seen to make a
statement of belief, of protest, in action rather than in words.
And so it is that I have found myself on College Green at a rally of protest
against the Gulf War, followed by a march down into the city, shouting No!
No! We won’t go, we won’t go for Texaco!
Or standing on the Centre, proud to be in the company of Lois Atherden,
that doughtiest of warriors, with the traffic going by “hooting for peace”; in
more recent years, in London opposing the renewal of Trident; in London
again, this time accompanied by my son Rob, at a massive march in
demand of a further referendum on Brexit – got a badge to prove it!
Climate Change march, London 2009

I now think that action for the well-being of the earth and climate is the most crucial of all and I
intend to be present on College Green on 6th November. I am
immeasurably grateful for the involvement of my church in political action. Protest can create a
sense of true solidarity, which is important, as one person alone can feel so totally powerless.
Even more importantly, protest can show solidarity with those who have no power, whose voices
are not heard.
Lastly, I am so grateful that the prayer of the church underpins any action I am likely to be involved in nowadays. I believe that a vigil is a very strong way of praying in any urgent situation
and I shall be joining some of the November prayer vigils around the time of Cop26.
The crunch has come.
Lorna Hughes
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The right to protest…
...is fundamental to a healthy and vibrant democracy.
I became politically active while at university in the late 1970s and was very involved in the campaign for nuclear disarmament. We did street drama, held rallies, leafleted and went on marches.
I happened to be friends with Alec Howe, the then Chancellor of the Exchequer’s son, whose
political views were very
different from his father’s! A group of us stayed at No 11 prior to one of the big CND rallies and
we ‘enjoyed leaving Downing Street in the morning with our CND berets and banners!
Since then, over the years, I have felt moved to protest in a variety of ways and on a range of
issues. Sometimes it feels like a compulsion ‘I must do something’ (It did not feel at all
comfortable walking with 2 others round Keynsham Park one Saturday afternoon with a Black
Lives Matter placard!) and other times the reward and solidarity of being with others who believe
as strongly as you do, is inspiring and life
affirming.
The three photos that I have chosen are 16 years apart. The first two are of Josh and Molly
(my children) at the Make Poverty History demonstration in Edinburgh in 2005, and the other is in
October this year during the XR demonstrations in London. We attended the Unify march,
organised by BIPOC (Black, Indigenous and People of Colour) in North London. It was both a
very positive celebration of diversity and inclusion, as well as a protest against our plundering of
the earth and the devastating effects this is already having, particularly on the Global South.

Morwenna White-Thompson

Cotham is honoured to be hosting the Amos Trust
Advent service, and we look forward to welcoming local
friends of Amos that evening.
We’d love you to come as well: a chance to hear about
Palestinian cultural resistance, from Sally Azzam Cook of
Nazareth, who has recently moved with Jonathon and their
family to live in Cotham.
Please register for a free place (to ensure Covid safety) at

amostrust.org/christmas-2021
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Protest - Recollection of a Riot
A Thursday morning, August 1972, in sunny Pembrokeshire. My 14 year old daughter Clare wandered
back from shopping, holding a copy of the Times, excited: “There’s a picture of your prisoners sitting on
the roof. It’s on the front page!” She was put out by my lack of enthusiastic response. I merely replied “I
know, I’m leaving now to deal with it”.
So what was it all about, why did it happen in the prison I was meant to govern, what actually happened
and what did I do about it?
Periodically prisons undergo waves of revolt sometimes for real and justifiable reasons but other times –
just odd. This was one of them and it was about PROP, which seems like an acronym for a soviet spy incursion, but memory holds a rumour that this actually started as a theoretical exercise of examining nonviolent disobedience by the Sociology /Criminology Department of a University. PROP stood for Prisoners
Right Of Participation, ie prisoners should have a greater role in the way a prison was run. So an insidious
series of indisciplines throughout prisons started in the spring and during that hot summer. The man in
charge of Prisons was new to his job and refused the advice to jump HARD on this, so dealing with the
outbreaks in a reasonable but protracted manner that appeared to be successful if thoroughly irritating.
BUT….
Promotion came my way in May of that year. I was a Governor in the Home Office tasked as Staff Training
Development Officer and was promoted to be Governor of Chelmsford Gaol. This was a poisoned chalice,
it was a mess. The role of the prison was to hold 300 of the London criminals: B wing under 4 years, C
wing over 4 years to Life.
The role was a sharp learning curve, my first experience of working in an adult prison, previously having
worked with young offenders. By early August it did seem safe enough to take a family holiday in our
house in Pembrokeshire. However, after a delightful day of sailing, I paused to listen to the 10 o’clock
news and a headline was given “The trouble in the Isle of Wight Prisons has spread to two in the main
land.” Better wait, I thought, and sure enough one of them was Chelmsford. We had no phone, and the
harbour phonebox was occupied by a gang of girls discussing A level results. So up to the village to the
local police man’s house.
“Could I use your phone please?”
“Why?”
“I’m the Governor of Chelmsford Prison and I’ve just heard on the news that there is a riot there” Eyebrows raised, “Come in “. The Deputy Governor in charge, reported that so far half had refused to retire to
their cells at lock up. A sense of foreboding. “Right, I’ll come back first thing tomorrow”.
Sleepless night and I phoned again. From passive sit-down it had later developed into a damaging riot
with 83
prisoners from B wing clambering on the roof. “Right I’m on my way”.
The event had been a nightmare of disorder and destruction. Those on the roof were now down and
locked up; a lot of internal damage, and 5 diehards still out in a corner we couldn’t reach. Prison in total
lockdown. Staff told me they were very frightened by the experience. There followed 3 months of nonstop
work for me. Wearing my
Magistrate’s hat I conducted 83 Adjudications. Punishment-14 days loss of remission, 14 days loss of
pay. Each was asked why he had done this and the replies recorded, though an enquiry never took place.
The remaining 5 were passively inconvenient but come down a week later.
The task then was a slow return to normality: it took 3 years for the staff to fully regain confidence. The p/t
Chaplain from the adjoining parish and asked about the Christmas Carol Service? Are you going to have it
this year? Deep breath .YES! And we did.
Ah yes - the Protest. There was an essence of sense in its reasoning if not the method. The year after,
when order and normal routine had been restored, we formed a committee of prisoners who met with the
staff to discuss the prison regimes. My Governor colleagues regarded this with grave suspicion when we
met in Conference but it was successful.
Michael Selby
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A quick dip for another Edward - Colston’s statue speaks
It was only a quick dip
No time to doff my coat and stole
No points for style in the dive
It was more of a victory roll
I had never seen the dock
From below its murky surface sheen
Its bottom muddy like my ships’
That the tide washed clean
On their way to the Channel
And Afrika’s shore
Loaded to the gunwales
With goods to buy more
Cargoes of misery and utter despair
But what wealth they did bring me
What a lifestyle so fair
Money beyond avarice’s dreams
Out of my hearing, the captives’ screams
It took the young not the merchants
To see through my spin
It was their ropes and effort
That dropped me in
I had been on that plinth
For over a century
Hoping that no-one
Would notice my sin
And the sound of my fall
Has circled the earth
Bristol again showing its worth
This city of sanctuary, this city of arts
This city of people from diverse parts
This City of Banksy and Massive Attack
This city of Brunel and railway tracks
I know Bristol’s not perfect by any means
But as a place to live. it gets in your genes
And if you leave it for good
I’m sure that you’ll find
That Bristol goes with you
Forever in mind
Written by David C Johnson©12th June 2020
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A Home for the Night: Mary and Joseph
This Advent, Cotham’s nativity crib figures of Mary and Joseph are going to be journeying between our
homes, hoping for a night of welcome and sanctuary.
Las Posadas (Spanish: “The Inns”) began as a Mexican festival, with children dressed as the travelling
couple walking each evening between homes. We will share an Advent of hospitality for the figures, and
for each other, as we take Mary and Joseph to the next household. Some might share a cuppa and a chat,
others a meal or a doorstep conversation. Whatever welcome we feel able to offer each, it will be an
opportunity to connect with someone else in our community.
Our Mary and Joseph figures are not very beautiful, being rather chipped and often in need of touching
up with a paintbrush by Diana or Nigel. But they are old and special for their annual significance to so
many who pause at Cotham’s crib scene, representing Christmases past and future prayers for hope,
peace and safety for ourselves and others.
So where might you put the couple when they come to stay?
Perhaps you’ll tidy up for your visitors, make a special and beautiful place with candles, flowers, to give
them the very best of welcomes: just as you would make up a bed and put out flowers and towels for a
guest.
Or maybe Mary and Joseph will be placed in the busy heart of your home, amidst the newspapers, radio
and clutter; with the noise, the news and squabbles of family life going on around them. The sort of
welcome a close friend would delight in: sitting at the kitchen table, amidst the washing up, for whom no
special tidying up is needed - ‘take us as you find us’.
Both sorts of welcome will be equally appropriate for our Holy Family.
Pauline once preached ‘To truly love someone is to allow them to be themselves.’ As we welcome the
Holy Family and each other into our homes, or in our shared conversations – let us take each other as we
are, with all our flaws, stresses, busyness. Let us recognise and welcome the vulnerability shown in the
Christchild, in each other.
Here in our shared journey with Mary and Joseph, is one way to ‘Prepare the way of the Lord’.
Blessed Woman,
Excellent Man,
Redeem for the dull the
Average Way,
That common ungifted
Natures may
Believe that their normal
Vision can
Walk to perfection.
WH Auden
Sally Seaman
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Summing Up – Bristol Magistrate’s Court, June 30th
2021
I am not a lawyer and I am not a climate scientist, but I am also not
a
criminal. I sat on the highway outside the MoD in order to draw the
government’s attention to the need to urgently change course, in
order to save millions of lives and to prevent both genocide and
ecocide.
I have exhausted all other means available to a citizen to get the
govt to act appropriately in this emergency. Thus, I must take unusual steps to draw the govt’s attention to the need for immediate action. Civil disobedience is a
way of amplifying the voice of the people who, according to a world wide poll, are universally
concerned about the impending climate catastrophe and want their govts to take urgent action…
I submit that my action was the epitome of a peaceful protest, and highly proportionate to what I
was trying to achieve – that is, preventing total societal collapse, which will be the result of the
greatest danger that has ever faced humanity and other non-human species on the planet. I was
highlighting the complicity of the MoD in this impending disaster.
What kind of a mad world is it that has a priest standing in a dock before you telling the truth
about this existential threat? What kind of an upside down understanding of what the courts are
for, allows me to stand before you charged of a crime? I submit that all my actions are directed
towards grasping justice for those who suffer now – from the ravages of climate change, as well
as enabling justice for future generations who have no future at all if our present situation does
not receive immediate urgent action from the govt. It is not I who should be I the dock, it is the
government.
The activities of the MoD do nothing to mitigate the impending climate and biodiversity
catastrophes and everything to increase their likelihood. Why therefore would I not do all in my
power to highlight the complicity of this institution in the most disastrous catastrophe that
humankind has ever faced? Why would I not put my body on the line if my action could make
even the slightest difference to the govt’s inaction, denial and manipulation of the truth?
…I did not enjoy sitting on the highway in the rain and cold in mid December for three hours – in
fact at nearly 80 years old, such an action was probably not very good for me. But if I can use
such actions to flag up the emergency, raise the alarm and demand that the govt act faster to
save the planet for future generations, I must do so.
Time is running out fast. “you are not doing enough” are Greta Thurnberg’s and David
Attenborough’s cries to the UN, and it must be our constant daily cry to our own govt, our
communities, to our families and to ourselves, for whom we have to take responsibility.
I do not have children nor grandchildren, but I assume that you may have or may hope to have
them. I do what I am doing for them…
When I was ordained a priest, I made a solemn promise “to resist evil, support the weak, defend
the poor, and intercede for all in need.” I therefore claim the right and the duty to act on behalf of
justice for those who are affected by climate change now and on behalf of future generations. I
also claim the right to act to protect the biodiversity of God’s creation and to prevent its ongoing
destruction.
As a Christian, I follow the radical, prophetic Jesus who laid down His life in order to bring life and
justice to others, especially to the poor. As His follower, I must also be prepared, in some small
way, to lay down my life to save the lives of others now and in the future. It is therefore of no
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Whatever verdict you arrive at, I know that I must continue in this path of resistance until the
governments of the world take the urgent steps required to interrupt the suicidal path that we are
currently on. With regret, I can therefore promise to do no other than to continue to resist the evils
of denial, neglect and complicity with all the strength of my body, mind and spirit until my strength
fails.
Revd Sue Parfitt

Advent and Christmas in St Paul’s and Cotham
Purple Passages: An Advent reflection and discussion group:
Monday evenings at 8pm on Zoom from 29th November to 20th December
Exploring longing and belonging with inspiration from some of the great spiritual writers
A Home for the Night:
An Advent journey of hospitality and community in company with Mary and Joseph – see details
on page 14
Cotham during Advent:
Tues 7th December:
Amos Trust Carol Service at 7pm
Thurs 16th December:
Carmina Christmas Concert at 7.30pm
Sun 19th December:
Foundation Carols at 7.30pm
St Paul’s during Advent:
Sun 28th November - Advent Sunday
Advent Carol Service at 6pm followed by Mulled Wine and Mince Pies
Fri 10th December:
Community Carol Singing in Arlington Gardens from 6.30pm
Including Mulled Wine and Mince Pies
Tues 14th December:
Student Carol Service at 7pm followed by (you’ve guessed it) Mulled Wine and Mince Pies
Christmas Eve and Christmas Day at Cotham
Friday 24th December – Christmas Eve
Christingle Services at 3pm and 4.30pm
Midnight Mass at 11pm
Saturday 25th December – Christmas Day
Eucharist of Christmas Day at 10am
Christmas Day at St Paul’s
Saturday 25th December – Christmas Day
Eucharist of Christmas Day at 10am
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